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Data Synthesis for Fairness Audits of  
Learning Analytics Algorithms

Linda Fernsel 1 and Katharina Simbeck 2

Abstract: The purpose of methods of fairness auditing is to uncover to what extent Learning Analyt-
ics algorithms are fair. Fairness auditing methods often rely on pre-existing test data. In the context 
of Learning Analytics auditing, learning data is needed for testing. However, learning data might 
not be available (in large quantities) due to privacy concerns. Our poster shares our findings on how 
relational data for fairness audits of Learning Analytics systems can be synthesized from little pre-ex-
isting data, using the most promising available data synthesizers.
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1 Introduction

Learning Analytics is the field concerned with making sense of learning data, enabling 
stakeholders in learning processes (students, teachers, administrators) to better understand 
a learning process or environment and possibly adapt it to individual learners (cf. [La22]
(p. 8ff)). Learning management systems like Moodle can integrate Learning Analytics, 
connecting “delivery of educational materials” to “student activity” [La22](p. 10). For in-
stance, Moodle tries to predict which students might fail to complete a course [Mo18]. 
By conducting fairness audits one can find out whether Learning Analytics algorithms, 
like Moodle’s dropout prediction model, discriminate against groups of learners (see for 
example [RS19]). 

Data-based fairness audits require test data. The challenge is that test data is not always 
available, especially not in the context of Learning Analytics [Be16][Do19]: Learning data 
contains sensitive user data generated over long periods. Therefore the need to synthesize 
realistic learning data arises. 

In section 2 we give a brief overview of related work and highlight how we will contribute 
to the existing research body. In section 3 we outline our approach. We end with a summary 
of the content of this poster submission in section 4.
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2 Related Work

The challenge of synthesizing data can be approached via statistical sampling methods 
(statistical methods) or methods from the field of machine learning (neural methods) 
[Fa20]. Examples of statistical methods are “copulas, Bayesian Networks, Gibbs sampling 
and Fourier decomposition” [Fa20]. Variational auto-encoders and generative adversarial 
networks are examples of neural methods [Fa20]. There are various tools available that 
implement statistical and/or neural data synthesis methods for realistic tabular data, “AIT-
EST” [SAH22] or the “Synthetic Data Vault” for instance [Pa16]. 

Learning data have been synthesized on several occasions. [Wu15] devises a method, La-
tent-Explicit Markov Model, for synthesizing realistic MOOCdb learning activity data that 
can be used in Learning Analytics model training. “DATASIM” is a software for generat-
ing “xAPI” (a learning record standard) data, parameterized with information on potential 
users and user groups, with the goal of testing systems using xAPI [Bl20]. [WLS13] use 
synthetic learning data for machine learning model performance testing. [Vo21] evaluate 
one neural- and one statistical method’s usefulness for the generation of privacy-preserving 
learning data and find that the neural method creates more useful results. 

Even though advances have been made in the field of data synthesis, the generation of 
realistic tabular remains challenging, e.g. because columns have different data types or un-
known distributions [Fa20], [Xu19]. None of the named methods and tools can synthesize 
Moodle learning data in an out-of-the-box way. 

2.1 Our Contribution

The topic of our poster is how to synthesize realistic, tabular, relational data that can be 
used for the fairness audit of a machine learning model in the field of Learning Analytics. 

Our work focuses on applying available method(s) of data synthesis for generating real-
istic, tabular learning data for fairness audits of Moodle’s classification model of students 
at risk of dropping out. We will evaluate whether different learning styles are represented 
in the synthetic data and whether the synthetic data can be used for auditing the dropout 
prediction model. 

As synthetic data is necessary for a variety of goals, including but not limited to ma-
chine learning model training [Fa20][Bo21][Ur21], machine learning model evaluation 
[WLS13][Be16][SAH22], and software testing [LMG14][Be16][EMH20], our findings 
apply in general to the use of synthetic data in machine learning, quality assurance or in 
learning analytics.
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3 Approach

To synthesize learning data specific to the Moodle Learning Management System, we fol-
low the general approach for data synthesis suggested in [EMH20], combined with sug-
gestions from [Fa20] and [SAH22]. [EMH20] break down a general data synthesis process 
into three basic steps. First, if available, real data or data from “existing models or simu-
lations” is prepared [EMH20]. Next, synthetic data is generated. In the third and last step, 
the synthesized data’s utility is assessed [EMH20]. 

The data preparation step can include removing data errors, making data consistent, harmo-
nization, linking data [EMH20], encoding and normalization of pre-existing or simulated 
data values, and transforming the data into the necessary shape [Fa20]. 

The data generation step concretely consists of three parts: (1) formulating data require-
ments in the form of column and association constraints [SAH22], (2) creating data, e.g. 
by training a model with real data and then generating data with the trained model, and (3) 
post-processing created data [Fa20].

We select the most promising available solutions for synthesizing tabular data and try them 
in the use case of generating data for Moodle’s Learning Analytics algorithm for dropout 
prediction. Utility assessment (cf. [EMH20]) allows evaluating how useful each tried data 
synthesis method is. 

Challenges are (1) that only little pre-existing data is available for seeding and utility as-
sessment, (2) that data needs to realistically represent different learning styles, and (3) that 
created data needs to be integrated into the Moodle Learning Management System to be 
used in the fairness audit of Moodle’s dropout prediction model.

4 Summary

We share experiences and findings from following a three-step data synthesis approach 
- seed data preparation, data generation, and utility assessment – for creating realistic, 
tabular learning data. 
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